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Standard marks
Country of origin labelling for priority foods
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This guide sets out basic principles
to consider when determining
whether country of origin labels
are being displayed in accordance
with the priority food labelling
requirements of the Country of
Origin Food Labelling Information
Standard 2016 (the Standard).
Please note, this document does not
constitute legal advice; it is guidance material
that can be used as a reference tool by
regulators and inspectors, associations and
individual businesses.
While it can be used to assist in designing
labels, we note that individual businesses are
responsible for determining the content of their
labels. For example, businesses will need to
determine the proportion of Australian content
in their food and which claim they can make
before referring to this document for information
on how to correctly display their labelling.

accc.gov.au

This guide sets out the country of origin labelling requirements for priority foods. The Standard sets out
seven categories of non-priority foods:
1. seasonings
2. confectionery
3. biscuits and snack foods
4. soft drinks and sports drinks
5. alcoholic drinks
6. tea and coffee
7. bottled water.
Everything else will be a priority food.

1.

General requirements

This section sets out the basic requirements relating to the display of country of origin ‘standard mark’
labels under the Standard. Compliance with these requirements is mandatory in relation to three-part
standard mark and two-part standard mark labels.1
Explanation

Example

Relevant section 1

Do display all components
of the standard mark label
together in a defined box

Part 2, Divisions 3 and
4 set out the labelling
requirements
Made in
Australia
from at
least 60%
Australian
ingredients

Do ensure the label text is
legible and clearly visible to
consumers

Section 28(2)(a)

Text is clear
and legible

Do ensure the label
elements are distinct (i.e.
clearly visible) against the
background

Grown in
Australia

Section 28(2)(b)
Made in Australia
from at least 97%
Australian ingredients

The choice of white text clearly contrasts against the
colour of the package

1 Of the Country of Origin Food Labelling Information Standard 2016
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Sections 29(1) and
(2) are also relevant
to how the bar chart
should be displayed

Explanation

Example

Relevant section 1

Do display the label on the
packaging for all packaged
food (excluding fresh
fruit and vegetables in
transparent packaging—see
below)

Section 15(2)

Do ensure fresh fruit and
vegetables in transparent
packaging have a label
displayed on the package or
close to the food

Section 16(2)

Do display a label on or close
to unpackaged foods that
require country of origin
labelling

Section 17(2)

Do include a bar chart to
visually show the proportion
of Australian grown or
produced ingredients in the
food (by ingoing weight)

Packed in Australia
from at least 20%
Australian ingredients

Do shade the bar chart
according to the ranges set
out in Annexure 1
Note: the requirements
differ for foods with less than
10% or over 95% Australian
content.

Section 10(2)

The bar chart is generally shaded in 10% increments.
In this example, the bar chart is shaded to 80%, which
indicates that the ingoing proportion of Australian
ingredients in the food is 80% or more

Don’t use languages other
than English

Section 28(2)

Non-English
language used
in text
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Part 2, Divisions 3
and 4

Made in
Australia
from less
than 10%
Australian
ingredients
with jamon
de España

Explanation
Don’t distort the label

Example

Relevant section 1
Packed in Australia
from at least 64%
Australian ingredients

Section 28(2)(a)

Distortion makes it difficult to read and understand
the claim being made.

Don’t use the kangaroo
logo without a bar chart or
explanatory text

Don’t use a ‘more than’
or ‘over’ statement in the
explanatory text
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Section 29(1) & (2)

The logo cannot
be used by itself on
foods offered or
suitable for retail sale
in Australia.

‘More than’
claims are not
an acceptable
variation of the
explanatory text.

Made in
New
Zealand
from more
than 30%
Australian
ingredients

2.

Three part standard mark

The three-part mark comprises of the kangaroo logo, bar chart and explanatory text.

2.1

‘Grown/Produced in Australia’ standard marks

Note: These claims are suitable for products that contain exclusively Australian ingredients and have
undergone all or virtually all of their processing in Australia.
Explanation

Example

Relevant section

Do use a three part standard
mark label

Section 18(1) & (2)

Product of
Australia

Do use one of the following
text statements:

Grown in
Australia

‘Grown in Australia’ or
‘Australian grown’ or

‘Australian (kind of food)’ e.g.

Section 18(2)

Produced in
Australia

‘Product of Australia’ or

‘Produced in Australia’ or
‘Produce of Australia’ or
‘Australian produce’ or
‘Australian product’ or

Australian
grown

Produce of
Australia

Australian
produce

Australian
product

Australian
beef

Australian apples

Do check which type of claim
the product qualifies to make
(‘grown’ vs ‘produced’)
Do use these marks only for
foods that contain exclusively
Australian ingredients
Don’t use the ‘Grown /Produced
in Australia’ standard mark labels
if the product contains less than
100% Australian ingredients.
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While the definitions of ‘grown’ and
‘produced’ overlap, ‘produced’ is
broader and captures foods that are not
technically ‘grown’ e.g. water and salt

Section 18(1)(b)

Bar chart
shaded
to 100%.
In this example, the food
contains a minimum of 75%
Australian ingredients and
would not qualify to use a
‘Grown in Australia’ or
‘Produced in Australia’ type
of standard mark.

Section 8(1)

Section 18(1)(b)

Product of
Australia
from at
least 75%
Australian
ingredients

2.2

‘Made in Australia’ standard marks

Note: A food can claim to have been ‘made in’ Australia if it underwent its last substantial
transformation in Australia. A food is ‘substantially transformed’ in Australia if:

it was grown or produced in Australia, or
as a result of one or more processes undertaken in Australia, the food is fundamentally different in

identity, nature or essential character from all of its ingredients or components that were imported
into Australia.

Explanation

Example

Relevant section

Do check that the product
underwent its last substantial
transformation in Australia
Note: If a food can claim to have
been ‘grown’ or ‘produced’ in
Australia, it will also be able to
claim to have been ‘made’ in
Australia

Section 8(1)
(Also refer to section
255 (2) of the
Australian Consumer
Law)
The end product (a biscuit) is fundamentally
different (i.e has been substantially transformed)
when compared to its imported ingredients
(cocoa)

Do use a three part Standard
Mark label

Section 19

Made in
Australia
from at
least 60%
Australian
ingredients

Do consider whether to use a
minimum Australian content
claim or an average Australian
content claim
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Made in Australia—ingredient sources
vary—average 56% Australian
ingredients - call 1234 5678 for details

If you use an average content claim, you must
provide a method by which the purchaser can find
out more information (telephone number, phone
app/software or website)

Section 21

Explanation

Example

Relevant section

Do use one of the following
explanatory statements (note:
P% is the proportion of Australian
content in the food):

‘Made in Australia from
at least P% Australian
ingredients’ or

‘Made in Australia from

Section 19(2)

Made in
Australia
from at
least 97%
Australian
ingredients

Made in
Australia
from less
than 10%
Australian
ingredients

less than 10% Australian
ingredients’ or

Section 18(2)

‘Made in Australia from

100% Australian ingredients’
or ‘Made in Australia from
Australian ingredients’ or

‘Made in Australia from

0% Australian ingredients’
or ‘Made in Australia from
imported ingredients’ or

‘Made in Australia—ingredient
sources vary—average P%
Australian ingredients—visit/
call/scan barcode for details’
or

‘Made in Australia—ingredient
sources vary—average
less than 10% Australian
ingredients—visit/call/scan
barcode for details’

Do consider adding a phrase to
the label text stating the origin
of individual ingredients. To do
this, the named ingredient must
originate exclusively from the
country named
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Section 19(3)

Made in
Australia
from
Australian
ingredients

Made in
Australia
from
imported
ingredients

Made in Australia—ingredient sources
vary—average 8% Australian ingredients—
scan barcode for details

Made in Australia—ingredient source vary
—average less than 10% Australian ingredients
—visit www.bluesfoods.com.au for details

Made in Australia from at least
93% Australian ingredients
with Canadian maple syrup

Section 19(4)

Section 21(3)

Section 21(4)

Section 19(5)

2.3

Food ‘grown’ ‘produced’ or ‘made’ in Australia that is
exported and re-imported

Note: This section sets out the dos and don’ts for foods grown, produced or made in Australia that are
exported for minor processing outside Australia.
Explanation
Do include a clear, truthful
and accurate description of
the processing that took place
overseas and state where this
processing occurred
Don’t make a generic statement
that your product has undergone
processing overseas
Don’t use the three part mark
if your product has been
substantially transformed
overseas
In that instance, the food would
have been ‘made’ in the overseas
country in which it underwent its
last substantial transformation
Don’t use this mark if the
food has been combined with
non‑Australian ingredients whilst
overseas
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Example

Relevant section
Section 20

Information about the overseas processing must
be displayed in brackets
Product of Australia
(processed in Fiji)

Australian apples
(baked into an apple
pie in Malaysia)

Section 20

Refer to ‘Note’ at
section 20

The apples have been substantially transformed
into an apple pie overseas and can no longer use
the three part standard mark label.

Australian almonds
(blended with Chilean
raisins in China)

Refer to ‘Note’ at
section 20

3.

Two part standard mark

The two part mark comprises a bar chart and explanatory text.

3.1

Foods ‘packed in’ Australia

Note: This section sets out the dos and don’ts for foods that are packed in Australia. This claim will be
suitable for most foods that are packed in Australia and can’t claim to have been grown, produced,
or made in Australia or another single overseas country. This includes foods that have undergone
minor processing in Australia before being packed but which do not satisfy the test to make a ‘Made in
Australia’ claim.
Explanation
Do use a two part Standard
Mark label if the food:

was packed in Australia: and
can’t claim to have been

grown, produced or made in
a single country

Don’t use a three part standard
mark

Example

Packed in
Australia
from at
least 64%
Australian
ingredients

Relevant section
Mixing Australian almonds with
American cashews and packaging
them in Australia would not result in
a fundamentally different end
product. The mixed nuts can’t claim
to have been grown, produced or
made in any single country and must
be labelled according to where they
were packed.

Section 22(1)
Section 22(6)

Section 22

The kangaroo logo is only
for goods grown, produced
or made in Australia

Packed in
Australia

Do decide whether to use a
minimum Australian content
claim or an average Australian
content claim (for foods that
contain Australian ingredients)

Do use one of the following
explanatory statements (note:
‘packed’ may be replaced by
‘packaged’):

Packed in Australia
from at least 20%
Australian ingredients

‘Packed in Australia from

Packed in Australia
from less than 10%
Australian ingredients

less than 10% Australian
ingredients’ or
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Section 23(3)

If you use an average content claim, you must
provide a method by which the purchaser can
find out more information about the food in
the package (telephone number, phone app/
software or website).

‘Packed in Australia from
at least P% Australian
ingredients’ or
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Packed in Australia—ingredients souces
vary—average 22% Australian ingredients
—visit www.bluesfoods.com.au for details

Section 22(6)

Section 22(7)

Explanation

Example

Relevant section

‘Packed in Australia from

Section 22(8)

0% Australian ingredients’
or ‘Packed in Australia from
imported ingredients’ or

‘Packed in Australia—

ingredient sources vary—
average P% Australian
ingredients—visit/call/scan
barcode for details’ or

Packed in Australia—ingredients souces
vary—average 22% Australian ingredients
—visit www.bluesfoods.com.au for details

‘Packed in Australia—

Packed in Australia—ingredient
sources vary—average less than 10%
Australian ingredients— visit/call/scan
barcode for details

ingredient sources vary—
average less than 10%
Australian ingredients—
visit/call/scan barcode for
details’

Do consider adding a phrase to
the label text stating the origin
of individual ingredients as long
as that ingredient originated
exclusively from the country
named

3.2

Packed in
Australia
from
imported
ingredients

Packed in
Australia
from 0%
Australian
ingredients

Section 23(3)

Section 23(4)

Section 22(6)
Packed in
Australia from
at least 34%
Australian
ingredients
with American
blueberries

Imported foods (i.e. foods not grown, produced,
made or packed in Australia) where a standard mark
is not used or required

Note: This section sets out the minimum requirements for labels for priority foods that are grown,
produced, made or packed in an overseas country.
Explanation
Do decide whether to use:

a text statement e.g. ‘Made in

Example

Relevant Section
Made in Malaysia

Malaysia’ or

a two part standard mark

with the percentage of
Australian content reflected
in the bar chart and text (refer
to 3.3)

Do include a country of origin
text statement indicating where
the food was grown, produced
or made

or
Statement must be
in a defined box
unless the food is
unpackaged.

Made in Malaysia
from 100% Australian
ingredients

Statement must be in a box for
packaged food and fresh fruit and
veg in transparent
packaging.

Made in New Zealand

Section 15(3)(a)
Section 16(3)(a)
Section 17(3)(a)

Section 22
Section 26

Section 15(3)
Section 16(3)
Section 15(4) and 16(4)
Section 17(3)

Box not required for unpackaged
foods that have to be labelled
e.g. seafood

Made in New Zealand
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Explanation

Example

Do indicate that packaged
food is of multiple origins
or comprised of important
ingredients if it:

Packed in New Zealand
from multiple origins

ingredients from multiples
country and

can’t claim to have been

Packed in New Zealand
from imported ingredients

‘made in’ any single country

unpackaged food or
fresh fruit and vegetables in

Section 15(3) (b)

Packed in New Zealand
with ingredients from
China and New Zealand

was packaged using

Do ensure that the text
statement indicates the food
is from multiple origins or is
imported if it originated from
more than one country and is:

Relevant Section

Section 16(3) (b)
Must be in
a box if fresh
fruit and veg
in transparent
packaging.

Grown in Australia
or Mexico

Section 16(4)
Section 17(3)(b)

Mixed origins
Imported ingredients

transparent packaging

Box not required for unpackaged
foods that have to be labelled
e.g. loose apples. From multiple origins /
imported ingredients

Don’t use the kangaroo logo or
the three part standard mark
label

3.3

Produce of Australia
or Vietnam

Imported foods (i.e. foods ‘grown’, ‘produced’
‘made’ or ‘packed’ in a single overseas country)
that businesses choose to label with the two part
standard mark

Note: This section applies to foods that have been grown, produced or made overseas in a single
country. These products may contain Australian ingredients or have been packed here. It is also
applicable to food that is packed overseas using Australian ingredients.
Explanation
Do consider whether to add
‘Packed in Australia’ to the end of
the explanatory text statement, if
this is applicable
Note: ‘packed’ may be replaced
by ‘packaged’
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Example

Relevant section
Section 22(2)
Section 22(3)
Made in Peru
Packed in
Australia

Section 22(4)
Section 22(5)

Explanation

Example

Relevant section

Do use one of the following
explanatory text statements
(as applicable):

‘Made in (country) from

Australian ingredients’ or
‘Made in (country) from 100%
Australian ingredients’ or

‘Made in (country) from

Made in
Indonesia
from 100%
Australian
ingredients

Made in
Indonesia
from
Australian
ingredients

Section 22(2)
Section 26(2)

at least X% Australian
ingredients’ or

‘Made in (country) from

less than 10% Australian
ingredients’ or

‘Packed/Packaged in

(country) from at least X%
Australian ingredients’ or

Made in
Canada
from at least
48%
Australian
ingredients

Made in
Spain from
less than
10%
Australian
ingredients

Product of
Japan from
less than
10%
Australian
ingredients

Packed in
South Africa
from at least
12%
Australian
ingredients

‘(Country) (kind of food)

Vietnamese noodles
from less than 10%
Australian ingredients

Grown/Made in (country)

Grown in Italy
Packed in Australia

from less than 10% Australian
ingredients’ or
Packed in Australia’ or

Product of/Produced in/

Produce of (country) Packed
in Australia’ or

‘(Country) made/grown/

produced/product Packed in
Australia’ or

‘(Country) (kind of food)’

Section 22(4)
Section 26(4)
Section 26(3)(b)

‘Grown/Produced/Made/

Packed/Packaged in
(country) from less than 10%
Australian ingredients’ or
acceptable variations of these
claims e.g. ‘Produce of Japan’
or

Section 22(3)(b)
Section 26(3)

Produced in Ghana
Packed in Australia
Spanish product
Packed in Australia

Peruvian quinoa
Packed in Australia

Packed/Packaged in Australia

Don’t use a three part standard
mark

Section 26(4)(b)

Section 26(4)(b)

Section 22(5)(e)
Section 22(5)(e)
Section22(5)(f)
Section 22(5)(f)
Section 22
Section 26

Made in
France from
100%
Australian
ingredients

Do consider adding a phrase
stating the origin of individual
ingredients as long as that
ingredient originated exclusively
from the country named
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Section 22(9)
Made in
New Zealand
from at least
65% Australian
ingredients with
Australian
Strawberries

Annexure 1
Note: The below chart sets out how to shade the bar chart to match the percentage of Australian
content stated in the label’s explanatory text. It is important to note that:

The bar chart should be broken into five segments (20% increments)
The bar chart should generally be shaded in 10% increments except where the Australian content is
less than 10% or more than 95%

When shading the bar chart, businesses should round down.
Range for ‘P%’

Bar chart that represents range

Less than 10%
10% to 19%
20% to 29%
30% to 39%
40% to 49%
50% to 59%
60% to 69%
70% to 79%
80% to 89%
90% to 94%
95% to 99%
100%
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